Abstract: This research concerns the issue of landscape risk due to the progressive spread of construction in rural areas through the creation of a “site-specific” analysis and evaluation model and its application to the context of the municipal area of Noto (Italy). The phenomenon of construction in rural areas was facilitated by the regulatory evolution of the Sicilian Region, which supported the construction of artifacts in agricultural areas to boost cultivation and production, but which, for the most part, was intended for seasonal residential use. In particular, the municipal territory of Noto is characterized by remarkable landscape values, including very low building density, large portions of the territory remaining almost uncontaminated, and the widespread presence of cultural and ethno-anthropological assets. Consequently, the demand for localization in rural areas, now also driven by the tendency to decongest dense urban areas in order to contain the effects of the pandemic, is a phenomenon that must be countered, on the one hand, and addressed and regulated on the other. The objective of this study is to provide the local administration with a planning tool to determine permissible interventions in various areas of the landscape context. This has guided the process of representing the phenomenon in quantitative and spatial terms, and of evaluating the territory targeted. A large set of data, coordinated in a hierarchical set of indices by means of a multidimensional valuation approach, allows us to provide an orderly and robust representation of the resilience of the landscape at risk from building pressure while considering multiple perspectives.
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1. Introduction

This paper deals with the issue of the urbanization of rural territory within landscape contexts, typically characterized by the delicate equilibrium of anthropological and natural values and leading to protection and land use policies. The research method and experiments converge toward the creation and application of a value-based information system strictly structured according two dimensions of the issue: on the one hand, the value of the landscape, on the other hand, the extent, intensity, and speed of the urbanization process.

1.1. Disciplinary Premises—Landscape Risk: Land Planning and Valuation

The evaluation of the impact on rural landscapes of the progressive extension of building activity in extra-urban areas raises various conceptual concerns. A coherent interdisciplinary sphere converges towards the formation of “command and control” patterns aimed at the process of increasing real estate capital, enhancing land capital, protecting natural capital and promoting cultural capital [1].

The two disciplinary areas involved are Spatial Planning and the Science of Value and Valuation; the latter—traditionally referred to as “Appraisal”—is currently subject to debate about the evolution of its disciplinary foundations and operational perspectives [2].
This research provides further elements that contribute to defining the conceptual and operational limits between the “order of values” and the “creativity of the design gesture” “in reason and truth”, i.e., through the systematization of an extensive and articulated information base and a coherent and traceable evaluative method, capable of justifying the regulatory direction that constructively integrates values and interests.

These two disciplinary areas, therefore, interpret the notions of territory and landscape from two different perspectives: Land Use Planning as systems of rules, and the Science of Valuation as systems of values. More generally: from the perspective of Land Use Planning, a landscape is the result of the progressive adaptation between artificial and natural space. It is the consequence of the way human relationships are represented by institutions that rule territories. From the perspective of the Science of Valuations, a landscape is the shape of a territory, hence the more general cognitive and operational dimension that should inspire the formation of values at the basis of civil coexistence. The basic difference lies in the fact that the former has a positive and prescriptive view of the landscape, and the latter an axiological and normative view.

Both the positive dimension (which refers to the support of the physical and sociological sciences) of planning and the normative perspective (which searches for convergence between the efficiency and equity of land transformation processes) of assessment science defend the scientific soundness of landscape interpretation from the arbitrariness of planning choices and the relativism of the values that support them. These are all the more solid as they relate to “the prospect of a better world”, and thus, to the unamendable goals of landscape preservation, eco-socio-systemic sustainability, and territorial safety [4,5].

Scientific soundness is a success factor for participatory decision-making processes [6–11] that take into account the plurality of perspectives that accumulate around an issue, such as the one addressed here, which involves a broad spectrum of values, many of which are opposed [12].

In conceptual and methodological terms, the convergence between the “rules of value and evaluation” and the “(meta-)planning gesture” depends on sharing the notion of a landscape as a “Formal constitutive entity”, and as such, the reference of value judgments [13] and planning measures and the highest expression of the “value reality” of the territory.

These disciplinary directions reinforce and exceed the contents of the European Landscape Convention, proposed by the Council of Europe and signed in Florence in 2000 [14], which defines a landscape as “an essential aspect of the life framework of populations, contributing to the elaboration of local cultures and representing a fundamental component of Europe’s cultural and natural heritage”, no less than a fundamental economic resource; a landscape is rather an overall dimension of moral, civil and economic issues, not just an “expression of territory”. A profound rethinking of policies affecting the continuous modification of territories is now necessary.

The processes of landscape reworking are changing the faces of cities and territories day by day, creating landscapes in which it is increasingly difficult to trace the traditional codes or statutes of places that seem to be characterized by disorder, perhaps apparent in [15–30].

The market regulates the allocation of wealth, which the state turns into social value-stock aimed at reducing social subjects’ exposure to environmental fluctuation: the landscape constitutes axiological–normative and prescriptive–design references, according to which social systems are coordinated, to reduce environmental risk [31–44].

As it represents the shape of the land, the landscape stands out as the highest expression of the orderly combination of wealth and value [45–48]; the dichotomy between wealth and value is represented in the land’s shape through the interaction between the expansion of building stock and the value system of the rural landscape, as well [49–52]. Land use planning defines the sustainable enhancement goals, which agricultural policies achieve through the production of added value that can be captured and treasured in landscape value stocks.
1.2. Contents and Aims

The intense processes of urbanization that took place in Italy from the late 1960s have caused radical transformation of the Italian rural landscape. This has triggered profound changes not only in the localization of residential functions, but also in the whole organizational structure of the territory.

Associated with this long-term process are the medium- and short-term ones, respectively, the effects of the economic crisis of 2008–2012 and the effects of the distressed condition of all economies struggling with the pandemic. The latter led to a new course in economic policy and project-based planning. The former experiments with new forms of centralization and interventionism by the state, with the disbursement of substantial public funds to support the sectors most significantly linked to the ecological transition, but also the most strategic, i.e., those most capable of multiplying national income per unit of investment, due to the high degree of sectoral interdependence (construction, energy and culture). Project-based planning activates and experiments with new private–public partnerships and participative processes for the broadest possible involvement of stakeholders in order to produce public expenditure proposals within the envisaged timeframe in such a way that resources are not wasted. In this new socio-economic context, subsidies for sustainable building and the need to recover the small town centers of inland areas according to the Piano Nazionale Borghi (National Boroughs Plan) have also spurred interest in the intensification of urbanization in rural areas, a context lacking in urban and landscape constraints and with low resilience against the technological potential of the building and infrastructure sector, especially where publicly financed. In this recent situation, it is possible to delineate the risk of the new and exacerbated dimensions of the post-COVID rural landscape.

The aim of this research is to represent the extent and value of the impact that the gradual expansion of building production in suburban areas has on the rural landscape. The objectives are twofold: on the one hand, we aim to show the extent to which the landscape is able to bear the building load, and on the other hand, we present the reasons why building permits need to be gradually limited because of the resilience of the landscape units affected by farmland building [53–56].

The experimental context for this representation is the municipal territory of Noto (Italy), chosen from among the 21 municipalities in the province of Syracuse because of its considerable extension and the high value of the rural landscape at risk. The built heritage is mostly represented by Noto, one of the eight old towns in south-eastern Sicily declared a UNESCO heritage site in 2002; there are also 22 hamlets, 17 of which are in the hinterland and five along the coast (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Territorial framework of the municipality of Noto: (a) the province of Syracuse in the region of Sicily; (b) the municipalities in the provinces of Syracuse and Ragusa; (c) the territory of the municipality of Noto (our processing).
The excessive building production in the rural landscape has several reasons, including the shortcomings of the national legislation. In agricultural areas (defined as Zone—E), Italian Town Planning Legislation allows only developments that are functional to farming, including residential ones. However, this principle lacks detailed rules, except the definition of a maximum Floor Area Ratio (FAR) for residential buildings that allows approximately one dwelling per hectare.

In several cases, regional legislations, i.e., in Tuscany, have introduced more efficacious rules for regulating building activity in rural areas, but this is not the case in Sicily. There, Regional Law no. 71/1978 [57]—amended in 2002, repealed by Law no. 19/2020 [58] and reintroduced by Law no. 2 in 2021 [59]—loosens the limits on building in agricultural areas, triggering a process of progressive colonization of agricultural land. This process has taken place in the most evocative and uncontaminated rural areas, not sheltered by the protection measures that instead affect parks and reserves. Therefore, these areas are more exposed to landscape risk [60–62]. Regional law no. 71/1978 was originally intended as a tool for easing the development of agriculture by allowing the construction of the required facilities. However, its broad interpretation and several amendments have progressively allowed the sprawl of industrial buildings not related to agriculture, outside the planned industrial estates. The restriction to agricultural facilities was gradually repealed, even allowing commercial buildings or other activities funded by European and national funds.

The broad disciplinary field explored by this study is in trouble in terms of both its knowledge bases and the tools available for critical observation of the urbanization of rural areas. In fact, although this phenomenon has developed according to individual freedoms and within the limits of property rights, it has reached a vast scale, with redistributive effects of territorial wealth and significant impacts on landscape value [63].

Furthermore, the degree of almost total irreversibility of the building phenomenon, and moreover, attitudes to the obsolescence (physical, technological, functional, economic and typological) of building artifacts should discourage “tactical”—and thus, short-term—territorial policies, in favor of long-term strategies centered on resilient values that provide more support for the inertia than the dynamics of territories that are characterized by rarefied landscape connotations and are therefore easily attacked [64].

The concept of resilience, which has declined in the field of rural landscapes, is the convergence point of the cognitive and operational aspects of this study. Assuming that a landscape represents the shape of a territory, the persistence of it in the face of urban contamination is a factor that can be used to measure its resilience. This capacity can manifest as the aptitude of: maintaining recognizability even in the face of transformations incoherent with the original shape; metabolizing negative impacts by integrating them into the existing shape; and considering these transformations opportunities for the natural evolutionary course of the territorial identity.

According to the three dimensions of risk, “landscapes at risk” are affected by “landscape risk”, the hazard of significant changes in the socio-economic structure, triggering irreversible transformations of the most vulnerable components of the unitary and recognizable shapes of the most exposed (valuable) parts of the territory.

As a consequence, support for the agricultural sector should focus on the conservation of agrarian capital components related to resistant and structural landscape components—the shape of the rural territory—that characterize the uniqueness of the cultural mosaic, and the work forces engaged in it, rather than its real estate contamination [65,66], together with the work forces originating from outside.

According to the aforementioned relationship between assessment and planning, this study interprets this type of landscape risk with reference to the category of territorial capital as the underlying potential of resilient formal landscape units. Spatial planning is responsible for increasing the volume of social capital if the added value, in terms of collective service flows, is integrated in the increase in the landscape value stock [67–80].

In fact, the progressive shift in real estate [81,82] interest from dense urban contexts to the countryside has triggered a phenomenon whose control is based on the representation of
the landscape, articulated in successive phases (observation, the construction of information and the evaluation of both the rural landscape and the building phenomenon), carried out on the basis of official databases using methods and tools for turning the data into information and the latter into evaluations [83].

Although the urbanization of rural and/or agricultural areas [84–87] has taken place in the agricultural territory of Noto in accordance with the regulations in force, the quality of the unconstrained areas has increased their locational advantage, leading to a form of “sprawl” [88–100] that results in uncontrolled urban expansion with low population density, except in coastal areas [101–110].

The case of Noto was approached by integrating the interfaces and the capabilities of a spreadsheet and a Geographic Information System (GIS) into a multidimensional analysis and evaluation model in order to organize the mass of available data through an organic and oriented set of queries, interpretations and correlations aimed at understanding and representing the way in which the rural landscape has undergone this drift [111–116].

This study is divided into six parts. Section 2 describes some of the characteristics of the agricultural territory of Noto with reference to the provincial- and municipal-scale planning instruments in force; Section 3 presents the method used to approach the representation of the value of the landscape risk due to the combination of the evolution of buildings and the characteristics of the agricultural landscape; Section 4 describes the procedure by which the model was applied and the results in terms of the overall assessment of the resilience of agricultural land affected by building expansion; Section 5 discusses the results, highlighting the limitations of the model, prospects for further research and the possibilities of extending the model; Section 6 outlines the main conclusions.

1.3. Rural Landscape

In 2000, the European Landscape Convention provided a clear and broad definition of a landscape: “Landscape means an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” [14].

UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee already agreed, in 1992, on revised operational guidelines specifying that cultural landscapes can be protected in accordance with the 1972 World Heritage Convention [117–120]. In 1995, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe adopted the Recommendation on the Integrated Conservation of Cultural Landscape Areas as Part of Landscape Policies [121]. With reference to this, ICOMOS proposed the following definition: “rural landscapes are terrestrial and aquatic areas co-produced by human-nature interaction used for the production of food and other renewable natural resources, via agriculture, animal husbandry and pastoralism, fishing and aquaculture, forestry, wild food gathering, hunting, and extraction of other resources, such as salt [122]. Rural landscapes are multifunctional resources. At the same time, all rural areas have cultural meanings attributed to them by people and communities: all rural areas are landscapes” [122].

A rural landscape, in terms of heritage, includes the tangible and intangible heritage of rural areas. It “encompasses physical attributes (productive land itself, morphology, water, infrastructure, vegetation, settlements, rural buildings and centers, vernacular architecture, transport, and trade networks) and wider physical, cultural, and environmental linkages and settings” [122].

It also includes “associated cultural knowledge, traditions, practices, expressions of local human communities’ identity and belonging, and the cultural values and meanings attributed to those landscapes by past and contemporary people and communities” [122]. Rural landscape heritage encompasses technical, scientific, and practical knowledge related to human–nature relationships [123–125].

There are several definitions of rural landscapes in the literature, developed by authors of different disciplines, such as geography, landscape ecology, landscape aesthetics, rural tourism, social economics, and geographic information science.
In geography, the rural landscape is defined by some authors as: “a cultural landscape that transforms nature for agricultural purposes, rather than a natural landscape formed by geological, climatic and biological factors” [126,127]; as a landscape managed through local adaptation and historical traditional agricultural techniques, families and ways of life [128]; and as an area that is closely related to agriculture geographically and functionally [129].

In landscape ecology, Turner defined the rural landscape as a mosaic of a variety of landscape patches, providing species with a variety of broken spatial grid representations of living habitats, including grasslands, woodlands, arable land, roads and hedges [130]. Such an atomistic perspective has been integrated according to the different and somehow opposite perspective of landscape aesthetics, in which Antrop [131,132] defined the rural landscape as a collection of unique and identifiable structures that reflects a clear relationship between the constituent elements; these can be differently appreciated according multiple landscape experiences, which nowadays are mostly recreational, which cultural institutions try to drive toward low-impact practices. In fact, in rural tourism, van Zanten et al. [133] highlighted that the rural landscape offers a wide range of ecosystem services, such as recreation and tourism, connected to the aesthetic functions of cultural heritage.

As for the landscape’s material and immaterial streams, in landscape ecology, Zasada et al. [134] also recognize the rural material and immaterial landscapes services (LS) that directly or indirectly meet human needs, such as food production, pollination, water regulation and recreation. Again, in social economics, Schaller et al. [135] highlight that the rural landscape provides not only private types of goods, but also a wide range of public services, which cumulate, creating the socio-economic asset of the rural economy. Such a complex conceptual, cognitive and operational entity is a representation of geographic information science; in this field, Statuto et al. [136,137] and Picuno et al. [112] highlight that the rural landscape, as a result of the interaction between natural components and human activities in time and space, is a non-renewable resource that provides information about the overall state of the environment [138].

In Italy, the failure to introduce a legal definition of the concept of a rural landscape, has resulted, over the years, in the progressive exploitation, without limits, of the rural landscape, as well as the depreciation of the dimension of the rural landscape [139]. The prospect of considering the rural landscape as a special category of cultural landscape could promote its protection. Article 142 of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape Code (24/02/2004) [140] lists a number of areas protected by law. They are identified as naturalistic areas, mountain areas, parks and nature reserves, forests and woodlands and other wetlands of geological or archaeological interest. For these areas, the legislature assumes the cultural value of the portion of land and subjects it to a series of constraints that its maintainers must comply with. Providing for the inclusion of rural landscapes of cultural and historical interest within these areas would promote their protection. In this regard, in Italy, the Ministry of Culture has launched calls in all regions for the restoration and enhancement of architecture and rural landscapes, supported by funding under the National Recovery and Resilience Plan: Mission 1—Investment 2.2: “Protection and Enhancement of Architecture and Rural Landscape” (05/05/2021) [141]. A total of EUR 590 million has been earmarked to support nearly 4000 projects that will receive funding in line with the objectives of protecting the cultural heritage and characteristic elements of rural landscapes: rural buildings, water- or windmills, oil mills, cheese factories, rural schools, barns, shelters, stables, dryers, ovens, troughs, bridges, and dry-stone walls.

2. Materials—The Territory of Noto and its Landscape Risk

The province of Syracuse occupies part of the Val di Noto, the eastern administrative district of the three into which the region was divided from the Muslim period (10th century AD) to 1812.

The municipality of Noto is the largest of the 21 into which the provincial territory is divided, occupying just over a quarter of the territory (550 sq.km out of 2124 sq.km).
The province has numerous nature areas and protected reserves of international importance, including Pantalica, Vendicari, the Maddalena Peninsula, the Ciane River and Saline di Siracusa Nature Reserve, and Capo Passero Island. It is one of the most complex and densely populated areas in the whole of Sicily and, while until the last century it was a predominantly agricultural area, today, the entire province has become an industrial hub specializing in the chemical, electrical and engineering sectors, even though the primary sector remains alive through differentiated cultivation with various and numerous aspects of agricultural excellence.

The urban and planning instruments on various scales, and the studies on the territory of Noto analyzed to support this study, are:

- The Provincial Territorial Plan of Syracuse (21 December 2021) [142].
- The Territorial Landscape Plan of Syracuse (finally approved on 20 October 2017) [143].
- The “Noto Dossier” from the National Atlas of Rural Territory (2010) [144].
- The Masterplan of the Municipality of Noto (28 June 2018) [145–147], within which the following are relevant:
  a. The Implementation Rules;
  b. The Agricultural Forest Study.

2.1. Provincial Territorial Plan of Syracuse (PTPS)

The PTPS classifies the different areas of the provincial territory according to their vocation, according to the number of denominations (DOC, PDO and PGI) that fall within each of them: PGI—red orange from Sicily; PGI—lemon from Syracuse; PGI—tomato from Pachino; PDO—extra virgin olive oil from Frigintini, Trigona Pancali, Monte Lauro and Valle del Tellaro; and PDO—Moscato di Noto from Eloro.

From the overlapping of the various denomination areas (DOC, DOP and IGP), the provincial agricultural territory is classified into the following categories: Important Agricultural Areas, Agricultural Areas, and Ordinary Agricultural Areas.

The PTPS employs the original criterion of the Sicilian Regional Legislation, according to which municipal master plans may allocate land used for specialized crops, irrigated or equipped with infrastructure and facilities to support agricultural activity, and for non-agricultural uses only in exceptional cases.

2.2. Territorial Landscape Plan of Syracuse (TLPS)

The Landscape Plan of the areas falling within the province of Syracuse takes into account the landscape and environmental values of the territory through:

- The analysis, protection and landscape enhancement of historical, natural and cultural resources;
- Urban and building development in harmony with the different levels of recognized value.

The general objectives of the TLPS concern the ecological stabilization of the soil and the protection of biodiversity for reducing landscape risk in its multiple units and for its sustainable enhancement.

The main measures of the TLPS are generally aimed at the seven fundamental components of the agricultural landscape: herbaceous crops; arboreal crops; vineyards; citrus groves; crop mosaics; and greenhouse crops. In general, the measures include converting and improving the existing cover (except for greenhouse crops); creating renaturation areas and ecological networks; maintaining compatibility with the conservation of historical and landscape heritage, educational–recreational, ecological and testimonial functions and the variety of germplasms; maintaining and restoring traditional soil morphology (dry stone walls and terracing); maintaining plant functionality; restoring historical residences; and mitigating the landscape impact of existing greenhouse crops, especially in areas of greater landscape value [148–150].
2.3. National Atlas for Rural Territory

The National Atlas of Rural Territory, drafted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry Policies, is a support tool for rural development policies; it is aimed at investigating and interpreting the different geographies of rural development, using tools to assess the impact of agricultural policies on territories according to the European directives.

The Rural Atlas focuses on development processes within the local dimension by identifying 600 Local Systems within which it identifies the stock of fixed social capital present in the rural space, such as agricultural landscapes and urban resources, accessibility conditions and human resources.

The following local landscapes (LLs) fall within the territory of Noto:

- LL 11: Tellaro River Valley;
- LL 12: Hyblean Plateaus;
- LL 13: Central Coastal Plain;
- LL 14: Plateaus of Rosolini;
- LL 15: Noto Clay Hills;
- LL 16: Tellaro Floodplain;
- LL 17: Lower Hyblean Mountains;
- LL 18: Eloro Coast and Vendicari Marshes;
- LL 19: Southern Marshes.

With reference to the subject of this study, Table 1 shows a summary of the salient features of the relationship between landscape values and the entity of urbanization of the territory, highlighted by the Atlas “Dossier Noto”.

Table 1. Landscape risk drivers according to the National Rural Land Atlas (our processing).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Landscapes</th>
<th>Agricultural Landscape</th>
<th>Geomorphological Landscape</th>
<th>Landscape Values</th>
<th>Settlement Issues</th>
<th>Critical Issues and Risk Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL 11</td>
<td>Prevalence of dry arable, arboreal and irrigated areas.</td>
<td>Grey-blue marl; river alluvial soils on the valley floor.</td>
<td>Substantial integrity. Riverbed with riparian vegetation. Crag linking this LL to the Hyblean Plateaus.</td>
<td>Anthropic settlement is minimal due to the geomorphological conditions.</td>
<td>Minimal risks, due to punctual building settlement or infrastructural transformations, so as not to compromise the overall characteristics of the site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| LL 12            | Scarcely anthropized; predominantly agrarian landscape with drystone walls and pasture land. | Alternations of yellowish-white or grey calcarenitic strata with sub-horizontal or south-easterly sloping terrain. | Scarce anthropization. Views of the valley incisions of Cava Grande, Manghisi, etc. Almost wild nature. | Settlements concentrated south of the plateaus and along the peripheral roads of municipalities like a spider’s web of building lines along the road network. | Risks due to the expansion and dispersion of urban centers and the establishment of activities alien to a landscape that only shows its qualities when observed and experienced ‘slowly’. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Landscapes</th>
<th>Agricultural Landscape</th>
<th>Geomorphological Landscape</th>
<th>Landscape Values</th>
<th>Settlement Issues</th>
<th>Critical Issues and Risk Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LL 13</td>
<td>Evocative, densely human-made agricultural landscape, characterised by the presence of citrus groves, almond groves and horticultural crops.</td>
<td>Presence of alluvial sediments and calcarenitic deposits. The plain is furrowed by the hydrographic network of the Cassibile River.</td>
<td>Integration of landscape and agriculture.</td>
<td>Urbanization of the coast with tourist settlements that tend to compact, thicken and lead to the formation of linear urban settlements.</td>
<td>Intense transformation and impoverishment of the landscape due to coastal settlements that will form an uninterrupted built barrier between the hinterland and the sea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL 14</td>
<td>Alternating dry arable land and extensive fallow land on rocky ground. Significant presence of carob trees.</td>
<td>Alternation of white-streak bio-calcarenites and yellowish marly limestone incised by quarries oriented in west-east direction.</td>
<td>The quarries are an element of both ecological and perceptive quality that opposes agricultural and urban anthropisation. Landscapes of the carob tree and networks of traditional drystone walls.</td>
<td>The built-up area of Rosolini tends to expand along the main roads.</td>
<td>Expansion of the built-up area of Rosolini with the formation of scattered settlements, which do not increase Rosolini’s urban qualities but undermine the characteristics of the agrarian landscape.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL 15</td>
<td>Hilly landscape of Noto. The countryside is covered with olive groves, almond groves and a few citrus orchards.</td>
<td>Presence of clay hills on which the center of Noto itself was settled.</td>
<td>Prevalence of the urban landscape of the baroque center of Noto, which has physical and visual relationships with the agrarian landscape and the crag of the Ibleo plateau to the north.</td>
<td>Countryside strongly anthropized by small rural aggregations and punctiform urbanization. Tendential expansion of the center of Noto along the hills to the north.</td>
<td>Breaking of physical and perceptive relations between the center of Noto and its territory. Recent widespread urbanization and fragmentation of the ecological continuity of the Asinaro river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL 16</td>
<td>Contrast between the extensive almond groves along the river, with alternating horticultural crops, and the uncultivated rocky coastal strip.</td>
<td>Tellaro river valley: recent marshy bottoms and fluvial alluvium presence of marls. Marly uplands south of Rosolini.</td>
<td>Tellaro river with riparian vegetation; historical almond groves with a strong identity. Significant “hinge landscape” character.</td>
<td>The settlement system is limited to a sparse distribution of scattered buildings of an agricultural–rural nature.</td>
<td>Alterations to the environmental and ecological qualities of the Tellaro river.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL 17</td>
<td>Presence of intensive horticultural crops in the central and southern parts, and almond groves in the north.</td>
<td>Presence of marls, river rods and/or marshy bottoms. It also includes the small marly heights south of Rosolini.</td>
<td>Quality of the agrarian landscape, especially in the hilly area with a panoramic view towards the coastal plateau to the sea.</td>
<td>The purely rural character of this area is also found in the settlement system, consisting essentially of point dispersion in the suburban area, linked to agricultural activities.</td>
<td>The risks are due to intensive greenhouse cultivation that, although not pervasive, characterizes the central-southern part of the landscape.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Landscapes</th>
<th>Agricultural Landscape</th>
<th>Geomorphological Landscape</th>
<th>Landscape Values</th>
<th>Settlement Issues</th>
<th>Critical Issues and Risk Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LL 18</strong></td>
<td>Presence of coastal marshes.</td>
<td>Alluvial soils and marshy bottoms; characterised by the marshes along the coast and yellow sand beaches.</td>
<td>Linked to the presence of the beaches and marshes that form the typical Mediterranean coastal environment. Characterised by the presence of architectural elements of high historical/testimonial value.</td>
<td>The landscape and environmental qualities of the area have triggered a strong coastal settlement process.</td>
<td>Presence of relevant and recent settlement proliferation in the southern part (S. Lorenzo coast). Significant process of building houses both scattered and aligned along the road or forming real allotments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **LL 19**        | Occupies the southern part of the Tavolato Ibleo, along the coast. | Alluvial soils, marshy bottoms and coastal marshes to the west. The coastal plateau presents stratifications of pinkish limestone and lava soils. Of particular note is the Portopalo crag. | Characterised by marshes, beaches and residual dunes, with their associated vegetation, and the typical Mediterranean coastal environment, especially the presence of the balza di Portopalo. | The settlement systems of the municipalities of Pachino and Portopalo and the village of Marzamemi extend into the suburban area with dispersed buildings, linked to agricultural and residential activities. Recently, the coast has been affected by intense building. The presence of greenhouses as far as the coast is also relevant. | The risks are due to the urban expansion of Pachino and Portopalo and the intensive use of agricultural land with greenhouse crops. Settlement pressure also affects the marsh areas. |

3. Methods

3.1. Stages

This research crosses three distinguishable and integrated areas of investigation involved in research concerning the critical analysis and representation of the urbanization of rural territory: 1. assessment of the landscape values of the territorial context; 2. description of the urbanization of the rural territory; and 3. synthesis of the two findings, aimed at providing and mapping a landscape risk composite index.

The variety of data collected in the first two survey phases was reduced to comparable information units, sorted by subject and hierarchized by degree of depth. This made it possible to define appropriate evaluation indexes by correlating the results of cross-queries of the Regional Technical Cartography (RTC) [151] and the cadastral [152] databases: the former provided physical and quantitave data, and the latter qualitative and economic information. These phases, typically descriptive and evaluative, provide:

1. A landscape assessment of the territorial context, assuming the 420 Cadastral Sheets (CS) as the minimum information land units;
2. A critical representation of the phenomenon itself, in its extension and intensity, in space and time and with reference to the different units of information: the building units (BU), the land cadastral parcels (LCP) and the building cadastral parcels (BCP), available from the two above-mentioned sources.
According to a land use planning prospect, the synthesis of the two above cognitive-valuative findings in terms of the assessment of landscape risk from building development.

The method was developed as follows:

1. Creation of cartographic support for joint mapping of the territorial context and the buildings in three periods;
2. Organization of the data relating to the different units of information;
3. Characterization of the building dynamics in the rural territory;
4. Identification and classification of the territorial units, distinguishing the main units (cadastral sheets and sub-sheets) designated for representation, and subordinate units (land cadaster parcels, building cadaster units, buildings in the Regional Technical Map) designated for characterization of the main units;
5. Characterization of the main spatial units;
6. Construction of the evaluation functions of the spatial unit;
7. Construction of the evaluation functions of the building development phenomenon;
8. Construction of indices for the overall assessment of the landscape resilience of each main territorial unit against the pressure of building dynamics.

### 3.2. Data Sources

The two main data sources used for the analyses of landscape context and building dynamics in the rural territory were, respectively, the Cadaster database of the Revenue Agency and the Regional Technical Cartography database supporting the Regional Territorial Information System.

**3.2.1. Revenue Agency Database**

The census archive of the LC contains the technical, dimensional, legal and economic information of each cadastral parcel, from which we extracted data on identification, location, surface area, quality of cultivation or use, productivity class and yield.

The census archive of the BC contains dimensional, technical–physical, legal and economic information of each urban property unit (UP) from which we extracted the data on identification, location, type (A—residential and office use, B—public use, C—commercial use, D—industrial and special commercial use, E—collective use), size (number of rooms, surface or volume units depending on the type) and rent class (only for property units in types A, B and C).

**3.2.2. Regional Geographic Information System**

The representation of the regional territory was organized into four types of interrelated and continuously updated product: technical cartography, thematic cartography, the territorial information system and aero-photogrammetric surveys.

Technical cartography on a 1:10,000 scale was used to record the development of the building stock in the years 2000, 2007 and 2012 in the study area.

Information useful for identifying the evolution of the building stock was included in the vectorial layer “B” of Regional Technical Cartography. The height of the buildings was missing in this representation, so only the area and number of buildings could be reported.

### 3.3. The Model

**3.3.1. Tools**

The model developed for the assessment of landscape risk due to diffuse building in rural areas coordinates the functions of a spreadsheet (SpSh) and a Geographic Information System (GIS) to represent the value: 1. of the built stock, in terms of consistency and location; 2. of the landscape, in terms of the qualitative–quantitative value of the territorial
units recognized as having attributes of landscape value; and 3. of the landscape risk derived from the landscape contextualization of the building phenomenon.

GIS is a tool designed for the storage, archiving and analysis of land objects and phenomena whose geographic location is the original and primary reference (Aronoff, 1989); it is used for both the spatial calculation and the representation of the consequent cognitive and evaluative dimensions [153,154].

By means of spatial join functions, the characteristics of the building stock dynamics were associated with the landscape qualities of the territorial units analyzed.

SpSh: Through the spreadsheet functions, we made the multiple value attributes of the information-bearing spatial units comparable, and created four interlinked databases:

- The main database consisted of land cadaster (LC) data referring to 410 cadaster sheets (CS, records) delimiting the basic value-bearer land units for the representation of landscape risk; the attributes (fields) were associated with these units by combining the functions of landscape value assessment and building stock evolution indices.
- The second included building cadaster (BC) data extracted for the 95,075 land cadaster parcels (LCPs) and building cadaster parcels (BCPs) of Noto.
- The third included 33,243 real estate properties (REPs) from the BC.
- The fourth included 15,146 building units (Bus) from the Technical Cartography.

### 3.3.2. Concepts

The evolution of the cognitive potential of spatial information technologies over the past 30 years has also significantly influenced the methods of analysis, evaluation and planning and their synthesis [155–158].

The explanatory functions of the method adopted here support the organization and control of the process of obtaining critical knowledge of the phenomenon in terms of its internal and external coherence. Internal coherence is an attribute of validity of the functions of the progressive abstraction of knowledge from the denotative to the connotative level, i.e., representation by the values [159–162] of landscape risk; external coherence is an attribute of the appropriateness of the “representation by value” to its reference, i.e., to the concrete forms of territorial capital in the evolution of its volume and value [163].

This cognitive path consists in the progressive abstraction of the concreteness of data into indices and evaluations, whereby throughout the hierarchic pattern, the denotation, signification, connotation and interpretation functions of the information units are organized at different levels of detail and according to their degree of involvement in the building development process.

In essence, landscape assessment is the representation of the territory by means of value attributes assigned to its elementary units, and is thus made comparable through “signification relations”, which refer to a value paradigm based on the category of territorial capital, and in its general dimension, social capital. Thus, the hierarchical collection and aggregation of information units, such as indices, measuring the multiple values of territorial units based on a unitary metric, are part of the additive utility approach of the Multi-Value Attribute Theory we refer to for the evaluation of both resilience and building pressure.

The latter performs both economic and symbolic functions [164], here represented through the interpretation of spatial information. The economic functions are measured with reference to the functional, productive and real estate characteristics of the different portions of the territory, and the symbolic ones with reference to the system of existing landscape constraints and the complexity of the cultivation mosaic [165].

### 3.3.3. Functions

The proposed model coordinates a hierarchical set of queries of the aforementioned databases to support the assessment of all landscape risk variables, individual and aggregated, according to two expressions (graphic and numerical) and referring to the territory and building dynamics, and their combination, in both factual and value terms.
Through the formation of specific indices, the ordered interpretation of landscape risk is represented in gradually more abstract form, and thus to a greater critical and evaluative degree. These representations converge in a final aggregate index that measures the resilience of the rural landscape, given by the impact that the driving forces of the building phenomenon exert on the value components of the rural landscape. This index is calculated via progressive reduction in the information spectrum, through which the two components (the building phenomenon and the rural landscape) are described and characterized through the ranks of denotation, connotation, and interpretation in which the different “Information Units” (IU) are placed (Figure 2).

**Figure 2.** Dendrogram of the IUs in the denotation, connotation, and interpretation processes. The denotation level of the dendrogram reports the specific criteria for the assessment of the whole Rural Landscape Resilience Index (our processing).

**Denotation** describes the landscape context and building phenomenon for the purpose of their evaluation and interpretive synthesis in terms of landscape risk.

1. The landscape context, described and characterized with reference to the two databases:
   - The territorial and regulatory database (in support of the urban planning instrumentation in force) regulates land function and use on the basis of the identification of the forms of territorial capital with regard to their capacity to deliver service flows without eroding this capacity over time; moreover, it indicates constraints, for example, on building, where this may interfere with the extent and quality of intangible (landscape) services that the areas included in the protection strategies primarily and permanently are able to provide.
   - The real estate database, Land and Buildings Cadaster—LC and BC—which describes the territories and their purpose: “equalizing”, aimed at transferring part of the land and real estate added value to the public through the tax levy on the “privileges” of land and urban renting, and “informational”, in accordance with the civil functions of the cadaster, whose effectiveness is entrusted to the constant institutional updating process.

2. The building phenomenon, also described and characterized with reference to two spatial and real estate databases:
• Regional Technical Cartography, where the consistency and location characteristics of the existing buildings are surveyed; the description includes regulatory references contained in current planning instruments regarding land use and constraints.
• The database of the BC, the register of cadastral parcels of farmland on which buildings of different types and functions exist, which, in turn, consist of real estate properties (REP), some of which are characterized by functional independence and autonomous yield capacity; the REP was assumed as the minimum study unit of the second database.

The general contents of denotation functions are summarized in the last column of Figure 2.

Connotation is the transformation of observations made at the denotation level into value attributes. The elementary IUs were normalized by means of specific valuation functions and converted into dimensionless scores for the application of an additive model. This allowed the territorial units (TUs) to be characterised with gradually more concise scores of landscape quality and building impact.

An additive multi-criteria evaluation model based on the Multi-Attribute Value Theory was used [166–171], whereby each territorial unit was assigned a value with reference to the generic evaluation criterion:

$$V_h = \sum_{i=1}^{n} g_{ij} \lambda_j$$

under the condition that

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_j = 1$$

where $V_h$ is the evaluation of the landscape value or building pressure attributed to the $h$th territorial unit by the weighted sum of the related $i$th attributes, denoted as $g_{ij}$, in relation to the $j$th value attributes, whose relative importance with respect to the others of the same set is measured by the weighting factor $\lambda_j$.

The weighting factor system is the interface between assessments and spatial policy decisions, and as such, represents the perspectives of the stakeholders involved. It should be noted, in this regard, that this study has a methodological and exploratory cognitive perspective and proposes a useful tool for representing and measuring landscape risk on a large scale [172,173]. Accordingly, the weight system applied here was established on the basis of the authors’ expert knowledge, without any normative claim. In doing so, we outlined several hypotheses, choosing the one that best fits the shared knowledge of the area.

Interpretation is the synthesis of the results of the assessment, with the dual objective of combining, in a synthetic index, the connotations of the two risk components (landscape quality and building on agricultural land) and indicating the most significant correlations between the elements that constitute them.

The summary of the results is the degree to which the landscape value system is able to metabolize the impact of urbanization on the rural territory; this is the Landscape Resilience Value, calculated as the product of the Rural Landscape Complex Value Index and the Composite Building Pressure Index.

4. Application and Results

The Total Rural Landscape Resilience Value calculated for the 410 CFs is the result of the descriptive synthesis of 42 observations, the evaluation using 19 attributes, and the interpretation of the two indices measuring the Complex Rural Landscape Value and the Complex Building Pressure Value.

The following are the observation elements used for the subsequent rural landscape and building dynamics assessments with reference to the measures of agricultural value, economic value, and eco-socio-systemic value, respectively.
4.1. Denotations and Connotations

4.1.1. Rural Landscape

The valuations used for the structured connotation of the rural landscape are grouped into agricultural value, economic value and ecosystem value (Figure 2).

- **Agricultural Value Index**

  This is an index of agricultural capital productivity and depends on the crop quality and land productivity class (from first (the best) to fifth (the worst)). Based on the queries of the LC census archive, the Agricultural Value Index is calculated as the average between the scores of the absolute value (in the whole CS) and the relative value (per area unit) of the weighted and normalized average productivity classes of all crop qualities: arable land, irrigated arable land, arboREAL arable land, irrigated vegetable garden, vineyard, olive grove, orchard, irrigated orchard, citrus grove, irrigated citrus grove, cane grove, carob grove, almond grove, prickly pear, pasture, arboREAL pasture, productive pasture, sterile pasture, ceded forest, tall forest, greenhouse, quarry, salt marsh and fish pond (Figure 3).

- **Economic Value index**

  This is an index that aggregates: 1. the income streams of the value of agricultural capital, agricultural income and land capital, and dominical income, and 2. the conventional stock land value and the average agricultural value for each quality of crop. Again, the value is the average of the normalized absolute and relative measurements (Figure 4).

- **Ecosystem value index**

  This index aggregates local landscape values represented by the presence of typical crops and tree cover and the complexity of the cultivation landscape. The assessment results in an extensive and complex analysis summarized by the sequence of 15 maps, ordered with respect to the prevalent crop in each CS (Figure 5).
• Economic Value index
This is an index that aggregates: 1. the income streams of the value of agricultural capital, agricultural income and land capital, and dominical income, and 2. the conventional stock land value and the average agricultural value for each quality of crop. Again, the value is the average of the normalized absolute and relative measurements (Figure 4).

• Ecosystem value index
This index aggregates local landscape values represented by the presence of typical crops and tree cover and the complexity of the cultivation landscape. The assessment results in an extensive and complex analysis summarized by the sequence of 15 maps, ordered with respect to the prevalent crop in each CS (Figure 5).

Again, the value is given by the average of the normalized absolute and relative magnitudes (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Maps of economic value: (a) connotation; (b) denotations (our processing).

Figure 5. Denotations: agricultural mosaics in 15 maps by culture prevalence in the cadastral sheets (our processing).
4.1.2. Building Dynamics

The value representation of the phenomenon of building expansion in rural areas is based on the change in real estate volume (number of buildings and occupied area) and the real estate value of the built heritage with reference to the three observations in 2000, 2007 and 2012. Figure 7 displays the three stages of progressive evolution over the whole municipal territory.

Figure 7. Visualization of the phenomenon of building expansion in the territory of Noto in 2000, 2007 and 2012 (our processing).

Figure 6. Maps of ecosystem value: (a) connotation; (b) denotations (our processing).
Figure 8 focuses on four sample areas, two inland and two coastal.

Figure 8. Observation of the phenomenon of building expansion in the rural area of Noto in four of the most susceptible areas in 2000, 2007 and 2012 (our processing).

As a premise of the following assessments, these observations were mapped with reference to the intensity of the phenomenon, as variations from 2000 to 2007, from 2007 to 2012, and over the entire observation period (from 2000 to 2012), as well as variations in the number of BUs (Figure 9) and in the area occupied by buildings (Figure 10) in each CS.

Figure 9. Mapping of the variation in BUs over the period observed: (a) 2000–2007; (b) 2007–2012; (c) 2000–2012 (our processing).
• **Building development index**

Based on the above surveys, building expansion was represented with reference to building stock and its variation between 2000 and 2012 in terms of BUs and area occupied, and in both absolute and relative values, that is, taking into account the number of BUs in each CF and the ratio of the latter to the area of the CF (Figure 11).

![Figure 10. Mapping of the variation in occupied area over the period observed: (a) 2000–2007; (b) 2007–2012; (c) 2000–2012 (our processing).](image)

**Figure 10.** Mapping of the variation in occupied area over the period observed: (a) 2000–2007; (b) 2007–2012; (c) 2000–2012 (our processing).

• **Index of the ratio of land and real estate assets**

The index of the balance between the extent of land and real estate assets was calculated with reference to the size of the two land capital stocks—real estate and land—and with reference to the absolute and relative (per unit area) BCPs (the ratio of BCPs to LCPs in absolute terms and per unit area), with reference to the number of LCPs to total CPs, and the area of BUs in absolute terms and per unit area (Figure 12).

![Figure 11. Mapping of the building expansion Index: (a) connotation; (b) denotation (our processing).](image)

**Figure 11.** Mapping of the building expansion Index: (a) connotation; (b) denotation (our processing).
• **Real estate value index**

The property value was represented on the basis of cadastral income and the cadastral value, in both cases in absolute terms and per unit area (Figure 13); the cadastral value was obtained by multiplying the cadastral income by a coefficient established by the Internal Revenue Service for each cadastral category.

4.2. **Interpretation**

The last level of the evaluation pyramid concerns the interpretation functions. These were conducted by first completing context assessments, and then, phenomenon assessments, via calculation of the Rural Landscape Complex Value Index and the Building Pressure Composite Index, respectively (Figure 14).
Finally, at the top of the pyramid of this integrated landscape risk assessment in rural areas, the Rural Landscape Resilience Index was calculated as a synthesis of the overall qualities of the landscape context and the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the building phenomenon, combining the two previous indices (Figure 15b). In Figure 15a, TUs in the yellow gradations represent areas where building pressure is low and landscape value is high, and vice versa for units in the grey gradations.

The final results of the description and evaluation process developed so far are a test of the consistency and validity of the proposed model, the ultimate purpose of which is to target future land policies, starting with the amendment of the law that currently regulates building in rural areas [174–182].
The progressive reduction in the broad information into synthetic assessment units—according to the typical positive/normative approach characterizing the science of valuation—has provided a synoptic and convergent representation of the two components of landscape risk, rural land quality and the extension of building development [183,184].

The latter is concentrated in areas close to the beach area, northwest of the municipality of Noto, toward the wooded areas inland and along the stretch of SS 115 connecting the municipalities of Noto and Rosolini.

In the areas of Lido di Noto and San Lorenzo, where landscape values have not yet been compromised, recreational motivations prevail, which are expressed in the demand for vacation homes.

Particularly exposed to this risk are the buffer areas of the Vendicari Reserve—in the former case, facilitated by the almost total absence of constraints—which allow the expansion of pre-existing buildings.

In the northwest area, in the hamlet of San Corrado di Fuori, there has been a phenomenon that is not very different but somewhat less pronounced, which has also occurred along the SS 115; here, investments in the complementary receptivity sector have been implemented instead, with the transformation of old farmhouses in a state of abandonment, in contexts characterized by the prevalence of typical features of the rural landscape as opposed to naturalistic ones, and thus, where arable crops, citrus and olive groves predominate.

Figure 16 shows a combination of the observation of built development and the assessment of landscape values. In this representation, the differential impact that dense and diffuse building has on the resilience of the landscape context is more evident, even when of significant value.

![Figure 16. Visualization of the phenomenon of building expansion in a resilience index map: (a) in the entire municipality; (b) in four of the most sensitive areas in 2000, 2007 and 2012 (our processing).](image)

The last step in this representation concerns the correlation between the variation in some of the most significant drivers of landscape risk and the combination of the two components of the Landscape Resilience Index. Figure 17 shows, on the x-axis, the Complex Landscape Value Index, and on the y-axis, the Composite Building Pressure Index; each CS is represented by a bubble whose size represents the value of the drivers (the title of each graph) correlated with the joint variation of the two components.
Figure 17. Correlations between: (a) landscape value drivers and landscape resilience conjoint components; (b) building pressure drivers and landscape resilience conjoint components. The drivers are indicated in the title graphs and their values represented by the bubbles’ size (our processing).

5. Discussion

The results presented suggest several interpretations requiring specification and consolidation of the three main indices by homogeneous areas across the wide and articulated municipal landscape context of Noto.

In this experiment, further synthetic elaboration was carried out in order to discuss the general trends of the two main indices (supporting the calculation of the final one, the Landscape Resilience Index) from the perspective of some significant components: (a) the landscape value and (b) the pressure placed by building on rural territory.

These correlations are displayed by means of the graphs in Figure 17, reporting, on the x-axis, the Complex Landscape Value Index, and on the y-axis, the Composite Building Pressure Index; each territorial unit (CS) is represented by a bubble whose size represents the value of the drivers (the title of each graph) correlated with the joint variation of the two components.

Assuming the axis values as positive measures of appreciation, the generalized decreasing trend confirms that building pressure on land is most intense in areas of higher landscape value. This finding is assumed as the background of multiple possible correlations, including the following.

The graphs in (a) represent correlations related to the landscape context with reference to three of its most relevant dimensions: (a.1) overall resilience, (a.2) crop mosaic value and (a.3) agricultural value. As the two indices—the complex value in the abscissa, and the value of building pressure (taken as a positive value) in the ordinate—increase together:

a.1 Since the landscape resilience index (LRI) is calculated as a product of the other two, it increases proportionally along an ideal ‘growth path’ described by the vector exiting the origin of the axes, inclined by 45°; this is true from two complementary points of view, i.e., depending on the combination of the two indices (x and y). The territorial units at the top left and bottom right of the graph have approximately the same LRI, but the former denote low building pressure (appreciation is high) and a low landscape value, and vice versa.
a.2 The value of the crop mosaic grows more in line with the landscape value from the point of view of cultivation; this result denotes an understandable tendency for construction to focus on areas with the richest and most varied vegetation. Further investigation could also measure the hedonic price of the value of the crop mosaic, which can be taken as an aesthetic attribute.

a.3 Agricultural value is somewhat higher in the areas most affected by construction, consistent with the trend shown in a.2; this trend indicates the convergence of land and property rent.

The graphs in (b) display correlations related to building development with reference to three of the most relevant dimensions: (b.1) the cadastral stock, (b.2) the building volume and (b.3) the variation in building stock from 2000 to 2012. As the two indices increase together:

b.1 The property intensity, measured as the BCPs/LCPs ratio (building/land cadaster parcels), also increases as a function of landscape value; the level of attention in this index is important for providing some land policy elements inherent to the appropriateness of transferring land properties to the cadaster of buildings.

b.2 The BU area/ha increases according to the landscape value, as well; in this case, again, some landscape policy constraints should be triggered according to equalization tools, which can be used in order to discourage/encourage the worst/best building/landscape practices;

b.3 The building dynamics are more intense in the most valuable landscape areas, despite the real estate and economic–financial crisis that started in 2008, confirming the speculative expectations underlying rural landscape exploitation.

6. Conclusions

This contribution explored one of the most widespread aspects of landscape risk—building development in rural areas—through the observation of this phenomenon in the territory of the municipality of Noto, one of the most extensive in the Sicily region.

Through a hierarchical multidimensional analysis and evaluation model, based on the progressive abstraction of data into evaluations, the building phenomenon was represented in relation to landscape values regarding its territorial, economic–agricultural, economic–real estate and landscape components.

This research has shown to what extent and in what forms building development represents the primary driver of 1. economic–territorial imbalance and 2. landscape risk in areas typically characterised by a widespread landscape value, i.e., not depending on the presence of relevant landmarks but linked to the continuity and coherence between forms of production, working and living.

1. The attempt by regional policy to address the issue of the intra-generational solidarity arising from territorial imbalance has triggered significant building pressure on the most valuable areas of the rural landscape, putting them at risk of irreversible transformation. The latter consists, in essence, of the progressive abstraction of agricultural value—linked to the concreteness of land work and land rent—into real estate value, transforming a socio-economic model centered on production into one inspired by speculation and treasure. This has led to the progressive prevalence of the recreational dimension (holiday homes), which reduces the rural component in the picturesque frame of “dissipative functions”, which are the exact opposite of the work activities that shaped this territory. The evolution of wealth distribution depends on changes in the origin and destination of added value. In the rural territory, wealth came from the primary sector, from work on the land, from the millennial evolution of widespread knowledge and from the transformation of surplus social product into the forms of the cultivated mosaic, and of a built heritage that consists of tension between natural, technological and economic constraints and the minimal needs of a life dedicated mainly to work in the fields. The current structural decline of the rural territory has disconnected the landscape value from agricultural production, leading
to the emergence of the manufacturing, construction, and tertiary sectors (particularly marketing, accommodation, catering and personal services). A radical change in the legislation regarding the extent of the rural area that can be used for production and residential buildings is needed.

2. The main sustainability issues concerning inter-generational solidarity are derived from the irreversibility of new buildings and the underlying property rights. The obsolescence of hasty construction, driven by purposes unrelated to the land and its original economic value, represents a profound and permanent modification of this territory and the very essence of its landscape. The resulting territorial scenario thus backfires against the very purpose of the legal framework, which, with the intention of supporting agricultural activity, facilitates building in rural areas; thus, it ends up supporting the real estate sector, which irreversibly impoverishes the territory from a physical–agronomic and cultural point of view. Finally, interpreting this phenomenon in the light of the fundamental dualities between wealth and value and between stock and stream magnitudes, the inversion of causal relationships can be outlined as follows: Agricultural activity has always provided sufficient economic energy to build and maintain towns, infrastructure, rural villages and agricultural complexes; consequently, the accumulation of wealth in the shapes of the durable capital has had in agricultural activity its origin, and in its surplus, its destination. Finally, the prospect of fostering agricultural production with a legislative measure that expands building activity reverses the traditional perspective by implying that the production of added value no longer creates capital but, rather, real estate speculation creates added value in terms of capital gains. Additionally, against the background of the new prospects of global climate change, outlined by the pandemic and military crises, rural landscape exploitation for short-term added value creation reflects an inadequate land economics vision that rejects the main and only possible approach to the ecological transition, the recovery of lifestyle moderation and the preservation of resource stock with a high information value cumulation.

This study shows that a radical change in current regional legislation is needed in order to clarify that agricultural land requires a higher level of protection than is currently provided. The study presented herein has the aim of improving the knowledge needed to support the required legislative change with data [185]. Further development could include the issues of hydrological hazards and landscape fragmentation, both relevant in the studied area. Finally, the proposed model, based on the abstraction of occurrences, is projected to be used on a municipal scale in all the municipalities of the province and region; furthermore, it allows us to aggregate the results at the level of the municipality for further critical analyses and assessments on a provincial and regional scale [186].
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